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Who Am I?

• Technical Evangelist
• 7+ Year Yahoo

– Finance
– Search
– MySQL

• Author of High Performance MySQL
• Blogger

– http://jeremy.zawodny.com/blog/

Blah, blah, blah… yay me.
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Initial Thoughts

• The Internet is a direct reflection of those 
who contribute to it.

• The barriers keep getting lower.
• The Web has infinite space.

– Chris Anderson explains this very well in 
“The Long Tail”

• We’re watching the change and growth in 
real-time.  All of us.  It’s our fault.

• APIs will fuel the growth of the next phase 
of the Web’s evolution

A mirror that gets more clear every year.
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The Early Web (and Yahoo)

• Difficult to navigate
• Few standards
• Yahoo Directory

– Library-like hierarchy
– Created by editors (surfers)
– Anyone could submit
– Moderation backlog
– Not scalable

Small centralized group with authority.
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Open Source Rising

• Infrastructure for Web sites became free
– Apahce, Perl, PHP, MySQL, etc.

• Companies (including Yahoo) replace 
home-grown or commercial with free

• The Web powered the growth of Open 
Source

• Open Source powered more and more of 
the Web

• Users contributed

On-line collaboaration tools were key.  Low barriers to entry too.
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The Search Revolution

• Links began to matter
• An ecosystem of authority develops
• Blogging amplifies this trend
• The barrier moves from technology to 

writing
• Wikipedia rises in importance
• Positive feedback loop develops

We move to *distributed* authority (vs. Yahoo! Directory)
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Web 2.0: Participation

• The barrier moves from writing to clicking
– Ratings
– Reviews
– Favorites

• Amazon.com, iTunes, Flickr, del.icio.us

It’s all about participation, the 80/20 rule, and the 90%, 10%, 1% model.
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Mashups and Widgets

• Web sites become data sources, not 
simply destinations
– Flickr
– del.icio.us
– MyBlogLog
– YouTube
– Upcoming
– Maps

• MySpace spawns an industry

Destinations are often collections of widgets and/or aggregators.
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Yahoo! Developer Network

We’re at developer.yahoo.com (of course)
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Yahoo! Developer Network

• Founded in February 2005
– Initially focused on Search APIs
– Free, rate-limited REST interface
– Initial focus on developer innovation

• Became company-wide
• We help add APIs to many services
• Documentation, support, community
• Open Hack Day
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Yahoo! APIs (and more)

• Answers
• Finance
• HotJobs
• Local
• Mail ($$$)
• Maps
• Search / Advertising
• Shopping
• Travel
• Utilities

• Del.icio.us
• Upcoming
• Flickr
• Messenger
• Widgets

• RSS
• JSON
• Serialized PHP
• XML

And advertising too!
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Yahoo! Developer Adoption
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Example: Pipes & Flickr

Don’t forget to describe Pipes first!
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Example: Pipes & Flickr

• Product Development 2.0 (?)
• Any developer can build a new feature and test 

it out
– We don’t need to know (or care!)
– Rapid feedback from peers
– Good ideas become visible quickly

• The best ideas can be incorporated back into 
the product(s)

• But you have to be open and supportive
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Example: MOO & Flickr

Describe MOO too.
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Example: MOO & Flickr

• Business Development 2.0 (?)
• Traditional methods don’t scale
• Companies can develop, test, and then contact
• Users benefit from faster testing and 

innovations
• Contact and contracts are still needed

– Commercial terms aren’t always clear
– Lawyers like to get it in writing
– But simple things remain simple

Long Tail reference
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Example: Yahoo! Mail

One of the most popular web mail services in the world.  The whole world.  
Hundreds of millions of users.
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Example: Yahoo! Mail

• From Application Provider to Service Provider
– The telephone companies in the USA followed a 

similar transition

• Someone can earn a living on top of Yahoo!
• We improve the infrastructure and everyone 

benefits
• Smaller developers can serve the needs of 

user groups too smaller for us to focus on
• Yahoo! Mail may evolve and improve faster as 

a result of new demands

Long Tail reference

You can buy a phone from anyone know.  The RJ-11 jack is the API.
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Lessons for Technology Providers

• Open up
• Let users experiment (and encourage them)

– They may develop features
– They may build businesses

• Design with APIs / Web Services in mind
• Realize that you can’t support everything 

natively
– The community may fill the gaps

• Re-think your role in the ecosystem

Retrofit is HARD work: tech, biz, product all need help.
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What Works and Doesn’t

• Good
– Low Barriers to Entry (Simplicity)

• Cut-n-Paste Examples
• REST (and RSS, JSON, etc...)

– Documentation
– On-line support forums/mailing lists
– Ability to earn money

• Bad
– Complicated Sign-up

• Unless there’s money involved

– SOAP or complex toolkits

FREE is good.
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Commodities

• Storage
– Photos (Flickr, Photobucket, etc.)
– Video (YouTube, Yahoo, Google, etc.)
– Amazon S3

• Infrastructure
– Hardware / Hosting
– Operating System
– Development Tools
– Amazon EC2

• Blogging / Publishing / CMS / Community Tools
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Opportunities

• Special Interest Communities / Networks
– Local
– School
– Clubs
– Hobbies
– Political

• New Advertising Models
• Federated Identity & Authentication
• Trust and Reputation
• Recommendations and Filtering
• Affiliate Marketing

Also: mobilizing services…
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Challenges and Risks

• Business Relationships
• Commercial Use vs. Mashups
• API Support and long-term viability
• Billing and Usage metering
• Scaling
• Responsiveness in Widgets
• Data Ownership (Maps, Weather, etc.)
• Marketing and Distribution

Microsoft is making headway on clarifiying what’s commercial.

Rate limiting / billing / usage matter because you might suddenly become popular.

Amazon EC2 and S3 help with scaling to some degree for some apps.

Viral marketing often doesn’t work.
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Questions?

Contact:

jzawodn@yahoo-inc.com

Jeremy@Zawodny.com

http://developer.yahoo.com/

http://jeremy.zawodny.com/blog/


